
Bus Driver test
Questions

Do you have what it takes to be a Bus Driver?

Q1.  The national speed limit for buses and coaches on a duel carriageway is?
a. 50mph
b. 55mph
c. 60mph
d. 70mph

Q2.  The most powerful brake on a bus is normally the:
a. Secondary brake
b. Anti-lock braking system
c. Endurance brake
d. Service brake

Q3.  You are driving a bus in a built-up area. You should not:
a. Block side roads and junctions
b. Leave a safe stopping distance
c. Anticipate traffic ahead
d. Use the MSM routine

Q4.  A pelican crossing that crosses the road in a straight line and has a central island   
 must be treated as:
a. Two separate crossings
b. One complete crossing
c. Two crossings during darkness
d. One crossing in daylight only

Q5.  A bus has stopped at a bus stop ahead of you. Its right-hand indicator is flashing.   
 You should:
a. Slow down and flash your headlights
b. Slow down and give way
c. Sound your horn and keep going
d. Slow down and sound your horn

Q6.  Your bus has power-assisted steering. Its main purpose is to:
a. Reduce tyre wear
b. Assist with braking
c. Reduce driver effort
d. Assist road holding

Q7.  While driving you should remain alert at all times. How can you help yourself   
 maintain concentration?
a. Eat sugary snacks when on duty
b. Have regular meals 
c. Do not eat on duty
d. Avoid meals containing bread and vegetables

Q8.  Many sleep-related vehicle incidents occur at work. Men are more likely than   
 women to be involved. Between what ages are men most at risk?
a. 30 years and under
b. 31 – 45 years
c. 46 – 59 years
d. 60 years and over

Q9.  Your vehicle has a front wheel blow-out. 
 What should you try to do?
a. Hold the steering wheel firmly and slow down gradually
b. Steer to the right-hand side and brake firmly
c. Do not use you brakes in any circumstances
d. Brake hard and steer towards the affected side.

Q10.  You are driving a one-person-operated bus. 
 You are at a bus stop issuing tickets. You should:
a. Be in gear without any signal
b. Be in gear and signalling
c. Signal only when ready to move away
d. Be in neutral but signalling to move off

Q11.  You are waiting at a T-junction. A vehicle is coming from the right with the left   
 signal flashing. What should you do?
a. Move out and accelerate hard
b. Wait until the vehicle starts to turn in
c. Pull out before the vehicle reaches the junction
d. Move out slowly

Q12.  Separation distance on a motorway in good driving conditions, you must leave at   
 least how many metres per mph between you and the vehicle in front?
a. 1 metre
b. 1.5 metres
c. 2 metres
d. 2.5 metres
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Now turn to the next page 
to see how you did!
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Bus Driver test
Answers

1. c  2. d  3. a  4. b  5. b  6. c

7. b  8. a  9. a  10. c  11. b  12. a

Have you got what it takes?
Check your answers below
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